“Made for Walking: Neighborhood Density and Urban Form”

Julie Campoli – acclaimed author, photographer, planner, landscape architect

Great urban neighborhoods to walk more . . . . and drive less

UNC Charlotte Uptown, Auditorium 204, Jan. 9, 2014, 5:30-7 p.m.

SPECIAL NOTE: A new Transportation Choices Alliance will be formally launched at this event by its parent organization - Sustain Charlotte.


“To anyone who’s tired of fighting an uphill battle in arguing for increased density in order to make the case for walkability, Julie Campoli’s new book Made for Walking: Density and Neighborhood Form will seem a godsend. If a picture is worth a thousand words, these pictures together are worth a million.” - Brendan Crain, Project for Public Spaces

“An abundance of books champion the cause of compact form. But one is hard-pressed to ferret out a better effort at distilling its essentials than Made for Walking.” - Martin Zimmerman, Urban Land Magazine / Urban Land Institute and UNC Charlotte / PlanCharlotte blog

Primary sponsor: UNC Charlotte Master of Urban Design program Other sponsors: UNC Charlotte Urban Institute, Urban Land Institute, Charlotte Center City Partners, Sustain Charlotte, American Institute of Architects/Charlotte, Civic by Design, AARP North Carolina, Johnson C. Smith University, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Dept., North End Partners, Sierra Club Piedmont Chapter, Clean Air Carolina, Charlotte Dept. of Transportation, Grubb Properties, Alta Planning & Design.

FREE REGISTRATION / Sustain Charlotte / SEATING IS LIMITED

http://www.eventbrite.com/e/made-for-walking-launch-of-the-transportation-choices-alliance-registration-9726828205?aff=es2&rank=1&sid=ce18db2b73e511e39b8c22000aa821d4